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1. Attached is a single copy of a list of non-revenue passengers travelling between Canada and Cuba aboard Cubana Airlines charter flights.

2. A copy of this same list has also been passed by SMABOVE to ODENVY.
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CS COPY

200-9-42

DATE
22 November 1963

HQS FILE NUMBER
200-9-42
LIST OF NON REVENUE PASSENGERS
TRAVELING BETWEEN CANADA AND CUBA
ABOARD CUBANA AIRLINES CHARTER FLIGHTS.

OUTBOUND

Montreal International Airport to Havana, Cuba.

CREW - D. DUGAN - Captain
       F. MEPHAN - Co-Pilot

PASSENGERS

ENRIQUE NIETO                        (M)       PP.17883
JOSEFA NOVOA                         (F)       PP.03073
CARLOS AGOSTINI                      (M)       PP.38578
MARIA VICTORIA AGOSTINI              (F)       PP.38614
MIGUEL MAGRAHNER                     (M)       PP.E/63/738
ROBERTO GARCIA ECHEVARRA             (M)       PP.E/63/562
LIDO SAINZ                           (F)       PP.E/63/9

(All Cuban)

INBOUND

CF-NNN World Wide Airlines: Flight No. 244, October 30, 1963
Havana, Cuba to Montreal International Airport.

CREW - D. DUGAN - Captain
       F. MEPHAN - Co-Pilot
       Larry COWLER - Co-Pilot

PASSENGERS

GARCIA PEREIRO, Jose R.               (M)       14339
CORO GOOY, Elio                       (M)       14007
HERNANDEZ ROBAINA, Juan               (M)       14366
IRULEGUI DE SOTO, Agustin             (M)       14358
SANchez PONCE, Ortelio                (M)       DIPLOMATICO

(All Cuban)